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Having trouble viewing this email? Click here
Hi, just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in the Certification
Council for Professional Dog Trainers. Don't forget to add pat@peaceablepaws.com to your address book so
we'll be sure to land in your inbox!
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails.

The Scoop

Oﬃcial Newsleı er of the Cerı ﬁcaı on Council for Professional D
Trainers

"The CCPDT exists to be the industry leader in deﬁning and maintaining competency in the dog tr
and behavior profession."

March/April 2015
====================================================================
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It's been a heckuva winter!.
In this issue
President's Letter
Exam News
Accreditation Statistics
Committee Call - The CBCC Committee
"P" is for "Professional"
News Quiz Contest
The Gift You Do Not Want
Industry News
Humane Hierarchy

Dear Cerı ﬁcant,

This has been a tough winter for many of our cerı ﬁcants and their four-legged
members. We're not out of the woods yes, but at least Spring is just a few short week

We've been hearing stories of dogs who refuse to go out in the brutal cold, or simp
negoı ate through the deep snow (call out the pee pads!). Our own dogs are managin
well, thanks to my husband's snow shoveling and plowing prowess. More than I can
myself... this dog trainer is darned ı red of facing 4-6 hours of barn chores per day in s
weather Our Cardigan Corgi, Lucy, likes to roll on her back in the snow and mak
angels, while Scorgidoodle, Bonnie, walks on top of the crusted snow. Scoot
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Pomeranian, sı cks to the shoveled pathways.

Are your dogs oﬀering some novel behaviors as they cope with Winter? We'd love to
some of your winter stories in the next issue of Scoop - drop us a line!

Meanwhile, have faith... you know Spring isn't far away when you get your noı
a CPDT-KA) of the upcoming KSA exam. Have you signed up yet? Deadline is ve
(March 3rd)... hurry!
And, as always, if you have news of any kind you'd like to share with your fellow cer
please send it to us at: Writeon@ccpdt.org.
Warm Woofs,
Pat Miller, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KA
Scoop Editor

(and Bonnie)

Cerı ﬁcants Bark Back
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Re: "Good Science; Skinner's Funcı onal Relaı ons and Dog Training" by Erica Feur
PhD, PhD, CPDT-KA, and Lisa Gunter
The arı cle by Feurbacher and Gunter is excellent - well researched and thoughı
an example of "good science". I love to read this caliber of paper in the Scoop.
Pat Cutler, CPDT-KA, RVT
Kamloops, BC
Thank you, Pat, we wholeheartedly agree!
We love hearing from you! Send your reader comments to: WriteOn@ccpdt.org

President's Leı er - January 2015

CCPDT Board Member Selection Proces
by Bradley Phifer CBCC-KA CPDT-KSA
President, CCPDT
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The CCPDT is in the middle of the elecı on process to ﬁll seven open seats on its Board of D
(including current Board members who are running for another term). In case yo
wondered how our cerı ﬁcants get elected to the Board, I thought I would share the proc
you.

It begins with the appointment of a Nominaı ons Commiı ee comprised of three member
Board of Directors who are not up for re-elecı on. The commiı ee develops a Call for Nomi
which is sent out four months before the start of the next ﬁscal year. All of you shou
received that document by way of e-mail in January. At the same ı me it was also posted o
media, on our website, and on our listserves, in compliance with our Nominaı ons policy.
who is interested in a seat on the Board is asked to request an applicaı on package, which
a copy of the CCPDT Bylaws, Code of Conduct, Conﬂict of Interest Policy, Non-Disclosure Sta
and an applicaı on form.

The Nominaı ng Commiı ee reviews the applicaı ons and selects those they wish
interviewed. The selecı on process is based on many factors, including prior experience serv
board member for other organizaı ons, current experience within the dog training and b
profession. Special aı enı on is paid to speciﬁc skills that may be needed on the Board, s
background in markeı ng, ﬁnance or ediı ng. The CCPDT strives to maintain a Board with
range of professional experiences and experı se.

The Execuı ve Director is provided with a standard set of quesı ons which have been appr
the Nominaı ng Commiı ee. The selected candidates are interviewed via phone call, w
recorded so the Commiı ee can listen to them later.

Based on the statements made on the applicaı on, the aı ributes of the individuals who ap
the results of the interviews, the Nominaı ng Commiı ee makes a recommendaı on to the B
Directors. The Board of Directors then votes on the slate of candidates, and the elected D
are seated.

Applicaı on deadline has passed for this year, and the Commiı ee is now hard at work re
applicaı ons. Watch for the announcement for next year, and consider applying. It's a grea
make a signiﬁcant contribuı on to your profession.

Sincerely,
Bradley Phifer CBCC-KA, CPDT-KSA
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President, CCPDT
bphifer@ccpdt.org

CPDT-KSA Exam

EXAM NEWS

The Cerı ﬁcaı on Council for Professional Dog Trainers® (CCPDT®) is happy to announ
registraı on is open for the next tesı ng session for the Cerı ﬁed Professional Dog T
Knowledge & Skills Assessed® (CPDT-KSA®) examinaı on. If you are a current C
Professional Dog Trainer - Knowledge Assessed® (CPDT-KA®), we are pleased to info
that you are eligible to take the examinaı on to be recognized as a Cerı ﬁed Professio
Trainer - Knowledge & Skills Assessed (CPDT-KSA). But you need to hurry!

Successful compleı on of the skills examinaı on changes a cerı ﬁcant's designa
CPDT-KA to CPDT-KSA. This cerı ﬁcaı on indicates that as a trainer you have not only
your knowledge, but you have also demonstrated the skills necessary to be succe
training dogs and coaching clients to train their dogs.

The CPDT-KSA examinaı on is a skills based assessment. You will be assigned four
tasks that you will record (video with audio) and submit for scoring. The CCPDT ch
method to make the exam accessible to all our CPDT-KA cerı ﬁcants. The CP
examinaı on is a performance examinaı on scoring the candidate on the process of t
not just the product (end result).
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All potenı al exam candidates (Note: only CPDT-KA cerı ﬁcants may apply to ta
examinaı on) are sent an email indicaı ng eligibility for the CPDT-KSA examinaı
receive their CPDT-KA credenı al. That email provides a username, password, and a
the online applicaı on form. It will arrive in advance of the ﬁrst CPDT-KSA
administraı on a cerı ﬁcant qualiﬁes to sit for aı er becoming a CPDT-KA.

To complete the CPDT-KSA exam applicaı on process, follow the link provided via em
the tesı ng company prior to the exam's applicaı on deadline (Tuesday, March 3, 20
you do not receive that link, username, or password in a ı mely fashion, contact the
company (IQT Tesı ng) for further instrucı ons via phone at: (866) 773-1114 (toll free
733-1110 and/or via email at: registraı ons@isoqualitytesı ng.com

To download the Candidate Handbook and learn more about the CPDT-KSA exam
please visit the CCPDT website at: hı p://www.ccpdt.org

CBCC Exam

In 2015 the CBCC Exam will be oﬀered in May (May 2 - 16; applicaı on deadline March
and November (November 7 -21 with applicaı on deadline September 18). Get more
informaı on on the CCPDT website at: hı p://www.ccpdt.org and plan to challenge you
Share the pride that having a hard-won credenı al like the CBCC-KA brings!

CPDT-KA Exam
The CPDT-KA is the only NCCA accredited credenı aling examinaı on available to dog t
Share this informaı on with your non-CCPDT-credenı aled dog trainer friends and en
them to take the exam!

Visit:
hı p://www.ccpdt.org/index.php?opı on=com_content&view=arı cle&id=16&Itemid=
...to read about the exam.

The current CPDT-KA Candidate's Handbook (with details about the eligibility require
the applicaı on process and more), the Log (to document hours) and the Applica
available at:
hı p://ccpdt.org/index.php?opı on=com_phocadownload&view=category&id=24&
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Itemid=139

You can your submit your applicaı on by FAX to 212-356-0678. The fax must con
required documents, including the ﬁlled out credit card informaı on on the Applica
If you wish to pay by check, you must snail mail the applicaı on. Instrucı ons are
applicaı on, and in the Candidate Handbook.
-The Cerı ﬁcaı on Council for Professional Dog Trainers-

Accreditaı on Staı sı cs

The Department of Labor estimates that there are about 640 certification organizatio
United States. However, given the fact that there are many membership organizations w
certification as one of their benefits, it is estimated there are actually about 1,000
organizations, representing approximately 5,000 different certifications.

Of those 1,000 organizations which certify individuals, only 128 are accredited by the
Commission for Certifying Agencies (NCCA). That means that CCPDT is one of a s
select group of organizations which have demonstrated that they meet the highest standa
field of certification. You all should feel quite proud to know that the certification yo
hard to earn and maintain, has met the gold standard in the field of credentialing.

Commiı ee Call: The Work of the CBCC Commi
By Penny Milne, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA
Chair, CBCC Commiı ee
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Board member and CBCC Commiı ee Chair, Penny Milne,
CPDT-KSA, CBCC

Despite having been a cerı ﬁcant since 2002, it was not unı l I started Commiı
CCPDT volunteer that I realized the really startling amount of hard work that go
creaı ng, maintaining and improving the CCPDT's high quality, psychometrically sound

Let's look at just some of the documents and task necessary to creaı ng an exam r
enough to be recognized as a credenı aling exam -- honored by being Naı onal Com
for Cerı fying Agencies (NCCA) accredited. (The NCCA Standards cover all aspects
cerı ﬁcaı on program, including administraı on, assessment, development and recer
and are consistent with The Standards for Educaı onal and Psychological Tesı ng
& NCME, 1999). Examples of other NCCA accredited exams are: American Academy o
Pracı ı oners Cerı ﬁcaı on Program (AANPCP); American Board for Cerı ﬁcaı on in Ho
Security; American College of Sports Medicine; American Council on Exercise
Analyst Cerı ﬁcaı on Board (BACB). )

A Role Delineaı on Study (RDS) or Job Analysis examines the tasks performed a
knowledge/skills required to perform those tasks within a profession. The RDS is cr
construcı ng a valid examinaı on. The results of the RDS steer the content of the ex
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weighı ng of that content and the qualiﬁcaı on criteria for candidates to sit the exa
CCPDT, following good pracı ce, will update our RDS at 5 year intervals.)

The Content Outline lists the domains of knowledge candidates will be tested on, a
those domains or test areas are weighted, as dictated by the results of the RDS. The C
Outline is reviewed every year and updated as necessary to ensure it stays current.

The Study Objecı ves are a detailed expansion of the Content Outline. The Study Ob
help candidates focus their learning. This document, too is guided by the RDS and re
annually and updated as necessary.

The Reference List - books and other media that may help the candidate prepare
exam. The reference list is reviewed and edited as necessary by Commiı ee members.

In addiı on to the document reviews and updates, Subject Maı er Experts (SMEs), par
in Item Review, spend many hours checking that each test item is well wriı en, accur
properly constructed.

Before each new version of the Exam is released it under goes Exam Review. Subject
Experts ensure that each version of the exam is current and correct without any dup
of items.

Phew! These are just some of the many tasks that go into creaı ng a credenı aling E
you can see, talented and dedicated volunteers are criı cal to the CCPDT's eﬀort to
and maintain high quality credenı aling exams. I am very grateful for the work
volunteers on the CBCC Exam Commiı ee.

In 2015 the CBCC Exam will be oﬀered in May (May 2 - 16; applicaı on deadline Ma
and November (November 7 -21 with applicaı on deadline September 18). Ge
informaı on at www.ccpdt.org, and plan to challenge yourself. Share the pride that h
hard-won credenı al like the CBCC-KA brings!
Penny Milne, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA
Chair, CBCC Commiı ee
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Board Member and CBCC Commiı ee Chair Penny
Milne, CPDT-KSA, CBCC, chats with visitors at the
CCPDT booth, NAVC (North American Veterinary
Conference, January 2015, Orlando, Florida.

"P" Is For "Professional"
Beliefs and Opinons:
Whose Idea Was That?
by James E. Akenhead, CPDT-KA
Board Member, CCPDT
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Things always go beı er if we know ourselves.

As professionals, we are driven by our Beliefs and Opinions. Even those of us who
that we only operate based on facts are also impacted by the Beliefs and Opinions o
be they clients or colleagues.
"The only thing two dog trainers can agree on is what the third one is doing wrong"

Though a bit of comic relief, this comment is all too oı en true. Yet, for the professio
quesı on must always be where do our Beliefs, oı en strongly held and strongly de
come from.

Our Inner Voice
Our belief system directs us in our thinking about our dogs; how they should be
what we should expect from them and how they should be trained. To become
handler, owner or trainer, it's important to know how our belief system aﬀects our
And, we need to realize that beliefs have only the validity that we personally assign to

The Voice That Haunts Us
The data that forms the basis of our belief system is composed of informaı
through our life experience and stored within our memory mechanism. This collec
informaı on is what directs the liı le voice deep inside us as we decide the way things
be. Someı mes, that liı le voice is whispering so soı ly that we don't even realize its p
Other ı mes, such as when we back our car into a light pole, it screams at us with its o
about how dumb we are or what a stupid place that was to put a light pole. Many o
so unaware of this liı le voice that when the idea is ﬁrst introduced, we deny its ex
With further examinaı on, we may ﬁnd that it is this very same liı le voice telling us
such voice exists.
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The quesı on is, are we willing to consider that there is some mechanism, some
and someı mes screaming, that fuels our aı empts to judge what is right or wrong
then it is important to consider the origin and validity of informaı on being used by th
voice as it funcı ons as judge and jury in our life.

A Computer-Based Analogy
To talk about our thinking processes in an understandable way, it's helpful to use a m
reference system. In his books What to Say When You Talk to Yourself and
Soluı on, Shad Helmsteı er Ph.D. develops a model that suggests our brain operate
like a personal computer. According to his model, programming takes place through
inputs such as sight, hearing, feeling and later by repeı ı on of our own thoughts
combine this idea with those of Dr. Morris Massey, author of The People Puzzle, it is p
to consider how our thought processes are aﬀected by the generaı onal inﬂuen
experience, parı cularly during our formaı ve years.

We start with the premise that when we enter this world, much of the storage spac
personal computer has not yet been programmed. Since we know that there has
conı nuing debate about the interacı on of heredity and environment, it seems accep
consider that some of the storage space in our personal computer may have alread
programmed at birth. Even so, there is sı ll a vast amount of space available
programming that takes place as a result of environmental inﬂuences.

Our ﬁrst programming comes from our parents or those we live with at the start of
further the computer analogy, our storage ﬁles are conı nuously programmed by tho
whom we come into contact as we move toward young adulthood. There is a recog
logic to the way this happens. In addiı on to the inﬂuence of our parents, we may hav
contact with extended family and friends of the family. What we see, hear and fe
those people adds to our ﬁles. In addiı on to people, the media that is available to u
strong impact.

Today, media is a formidable force. In past generaı ons, it was less powerful. As w
along in life, combinaı ons of input from all aspects of our lives, especially those in
people who are signiﬁcant to us, expand our ﬁles. What we see, what we are told a
we feel as we interact with signiﬁcant others (be they boyfriends, girlfriends, a role m
admire or a person we detest) become part of our programming. At ﬁrst, we acc
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input without quesı on. Later, when we are old enough to think through the merits
input we have been exposed to, and if we are sı rred to do so, we can evaluate wha
sense and what does not.

Growing Up
With a basic understanding of this model for programming, it is valuable to think ab
nature of the informaı on that comes to us through the process. Massey suggests tha
of the informaı on we take in is speciﬁcally related to the generaı on in which we g
During this ı me, we are bombarded with the poliı cal, social, family and personal is
that generaı on. In earlier generaı ons, dogs were more likely to be kept as outside pe
a job. On farms, the dogs ate scraps, protected the family and herded livestock.
chased or killed chickens, they might be shot.

In those ı mes, dogs were more likely to be thought of as possessions than as unique
perhaps with rights. In contrast, later generaı ons with more disposable income m
developed a greater interest in more material possessions, including fancier pets. I
later generaı ons, more dogs live in the home and many dogs have no parı cular job.

I was introduced to dogs by my grandmother and her dog Skippy, a Fox Terrier. A
came another of my grandma's liı le dogs, Greta. Both were house dogs. My grand
coached me on how to treat dogs and to watch out for Skippy because someı
liı le grumpy. Aside from this, most of my formaı ve years included a model where do
not generally allowed in the house. We had a neighborhood dog pack. The neighb
kids each had a dog, even if this was not oﬃcially sancı oned by their parents. W
Chow, a Fox Terrier, a Cocker Spaniel, a retriever and a shepherd in our pack. Everywh
kids went, the dog pack went.

We all contributed food and the dogs also scavenged for food on their own. Our pare
didn't want dogs in the house. As ı me passed, some of the neighborhood dog pac
killed on the road, some disappeared, one died from disease. Good vet care w
considered important. Keeping dogs on leash or in kennels was also not importan
these experiences contributed to my early understanding of dogs and the circumstanc
lived in. It was only aı er making a contract to improve my high school grades that I en
with a dog that oﬃcially lived with my family for many years.
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Evaluaı ng Our Programming
It is important for each of us to take a look at what our life experience has provid
recognize that this program is now acı ng as a ﬁlter through which we view our rea
make judgments about everyone and everything-including how our dogs live and ho
should be trained and cared for. This process of evaluaı ng everything through o
programming is always with us.

This programming can be so complete that it is easy to assume that whatever it is
think should also be the viewpoint of others. The awareness that others may ha
diﬀerent powerful memory forming experiences might never occur to us.

The problem with our life ﬁle is that when it was programmed, if we could have
closely, there may have been quesı ons about its accuracy. Consider the trainer who
his trade in the 1960s when confrontaı on and punishment were considered th
appropriate way to teach a dog. If that person did not keep up with research and new
he may conı nue to use methods that are now seen as less desirable and less eﬀec

What's important here is that we become conscious of the informaı on and ideas t
being used as reference points or "truths" when we make decisions.

It is a diﬃcult job to suspend the judgment that quickly comes to mind because
experiences we have had. Yet, it is a necessity that we hold oﬀ those judgments u
have heard the viewpoints of others and collected current informaı on that can be
support eﬀecı ve choices. In dog training and behavior work, this shows up as we
problems, devise training plans and apply what is currently available through research

In this eﬀort, research is thin because studies are expensive. Working with minimum r
and a lot of opinion puts dog trainers and behavior professionals in a posiı on to disag

Case Example: Beliefs about Training
In one discussion among professional trainers, the topic centered on the use of tra
training methods versus more contemporary methods-primarily, the use of puni
versus posiı ve approaches. One comment directed toward a tradiı onal trainer w
switched to a more posiı ve approach went something like this: "Didn't you sense th
something wrong when you were using punishment?"
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This is a perfect example of the way our programming works. When you are program
believe that a given approach makes sense, it is diﬃcult to even conceive of another
this conversaı on, early programming aﬀected both people. The former tradi
had been programmed to think that punishment was the appropriate way to operat
she was presented with a substanı al body of informaı on to the contrary, she never d
her posiı on. Here, the former tradiı onal trainer is to be commended for remaining
changes in research results and informed opinion.

With regard to the contemporary trainer who asked the quesı on, her programming
complete that she could not image how the previously tradiı onal trainer cou
accepted her original paradigm. This kind of blindness can show up even in s
research. Scienı sts know that a researcher with a strong bias toward a parı cular o
can be blind to hard evidence that is contrary to that bias. It is this kind of pa
blindness that locks our mindset so we may not be able to consider the views or the
of others.

Take operant condiı oning, a model that includes a series of scienı ﬁc terms used
behavior to consequences. The terms used are Posiı ve Reinforcement, Posiı ve Punis
Negaı ve Reinforcement and Negaı ve Punishment. Although the model is founded in
and the terms are scienı ﬁc in nature, some professionals will not conside
punishment, while others insist that punishment is a form of posiı ve moı vaı on.

To illustrate how diﬃcult it can be to ﬁnd consensus, think about what you believe
dog's ability to think, do dogs have emoı ons or do dogs have a two-way commu
system like Crows do. The science is thin on these topics, yet many of us have opinio
challenge is to remain open to what is yet to come.

Just the Facts, Please
Many of our decisions appear to be based on facts. But in reality, a large number o
decisions are not based on scienı ﬁc facts but represent collected opinions, ideas an
systems. Because of this, those with the most support can win the day and even
direcı on which, although popular, may not be the best decision available.

Dealing successfully with deeply held views necessitates an understanding of their o
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us and in others. To have a chance for success, we must be conscious of the basis upo
we make decisions. We must acknowledge the beliefs we hold, and then suspend ju
while we listen. As we work with our canine companions, we must consider all points
and seek out the sources of those viewpoints before we act.

Finally, we must guard against the temptaı on to believe that we have been endow
the supreme intelligence, which funnels informaı on to us that is irrefutable. In my wo
shows up in the intenı onal and careful use of statements such as "our current be
"research seems to suggest" and even "my hunch or personal belief is." My priority i
mislead anyone about the basis for my decisions.

If you have been following the "P" professional arı cles, you have looked at your ima
your operaı ng style. Now your challenge is to consider where your ideas and opinion
from, how you decide if they are valid, and how you deal with others, parı cularly tho
disagree.

In future issues of The Scoop we will address other topics that can help you evaluate your professionalis

SCOOP NEWS CONTEST!!!!!

Welcome to our Scoop News Quiz contest. We had only 12 entries last month (wh
you all go???) - 11 correct ones. The winner of last issue's contest and recipient o
Dogwise giı cerı ﬁcate is: Rosemary Holtz, CPDT-KA, of Hunstville, Ontario, Ca
Congratulaı ons, Rosemary!
Here are the correct answers to last issue's News Quiz:
1. How oı en does CCPDT have to re-apply to maintain NCCA accreditaı on?
Every 5 years
2. What physicist and mathemaı cian was a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on B.F. Skinner?
Ernst Mach

3. What document must the CCPDT have in order to take acı on against a cerı ﬁcant fo
violaı on of policies or our Code of Ethics?
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Complaint form & aﬃdavits signed by witnesses
4. What four operaı ng styles are idenı ﬁed by James Akenhead, CPDT-KA?
In Charge, Social, Steady & Analyı cal

5. Why can we not take acı on against someone who idenı ﬁes themselves as a CPDT a
isn't following the CCPDT Humane Hierarchy?
The iniı als CPDT were not able to be protected as a service mark.
6. What is the ﬁrst step in the Humane Hierarchy?
Health, nutriı onal, and physical factors

See this issue's 6 Scoop News Quiz questions below. Winn
will be selected randomly from all the correct entries
submitted.
Send your entry to:
WriteOn@ccpdt.org
Entry deadline is April 15, 2015. One entry per person. Contest open to CCPDT cer
only. Correct answers will be published in next issue.

Winner of the January/February contest will receive a $25 giı cerı ﬁcate to Dogwise
(WooHoo!!)

6 SCOOP NEWS QUIZ QUESTIONS

1. How many open seats are currently being ﬁlled on the CCPDT Board of Directors?
2. According to James Akenhead, CPDT-KA, what directs us in our thinking about do
3. What does a Role Delineaı on Study do?
4. How many cerı fying organizaı ons are accredited by the NCCA?
5. Why was a Nashville, Tennessee polie lieutenant decommisisoned?
6. What is the very last step in the Humane Hierarchy?
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GUEST EDITORIAL:
The Giı You Do Not Want

by Sue Alexander, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA

Imagine for a moment, you are siı ng at your desk, ready to write an e-mail, when yo
package delivered to your door. You open the door, sign for the package and ope
Imagine that inside the package is a pair of spangly, high heeled pumps, two sizes to
with a card that simply reads "Love, Aunt Martha". You know Aunt Martha is going to
you to appreciate the giı ; and she is going to expect you to be deliberate and publi
how special this giı is to you. There is a big problem with this however. You really
don't want the giı . You know if you aren't wearing them when she next sees you
going to comment. Not only that, your mother is going to back her up and tell you ho
your Aunt worked to ﬁnd just the right shoes for you. There is going to be a lot o
pressure for you to put on and wear these shoes, regardless of how uncomfortab
might be.

The thing about Aunt Martha's giı is that once, those shoes might have ﬁt you. The
even have suited your taste. When you grew, Aunt Martha didn't noı ce that grow
changed. Or perhaps you were never the spangly pumps type. You might have worn t
please her when you were a child, but now, you just feel clownish and out of plac
wearing them. Perhaps you feel like the gliı ering, very high heels are an aﬀront
self-idenı ty, and they never would have been welcome. Nevertheless, Aunt Martha
you would really like them, and most of the family is going to give you grief if you don
them.

Giı s we don't want are a good analogy to images and concepts that oﬀend. Last Nove
was siı ng at my desk when a message from the CCDPT popped into my mailbox.
Thanksgiving," it wished me. I opened it up and my jaw dropped. There in front of me
image of a cute liı le dog dressed as an "Indian". I was stunned. I am Canadian a
Thanksgiving comes a month sooner than the one in the US, and our tradiı
diﬀerent from those down south. The images and tradiı ons we use to celebrate the
are unique to our culture. I wrote immediately, expressing my dismay too Pat Miller
editor, who had generated the message. Within minutes, a retracı on was issued
thanks for that. This was a giı , but a giı I didn't want.

I spoke to a number of friends and acquaintances about the experience, and receive
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diﬀerent responses. Some people told me that as a Canadian, I just didn't understa
this was an appropriate way to honor the relaı onship between the people who ﬁrst
North America and the colonists in the United States. Some people told me that th
naı ve ancestry and they didn't mind. Some people played the "it's so cute" card, as
aı racı ve is enough to jusı fy any image at all. A few people thanked me for speaking

We live in an internaı onal society where there are sı ll people whose cultures hav
co-opted, mis-represented and outright stolen. We also live in an internaı onal society
fusion Japanese-Mexican Sushi is not unheard of and as far as I know, well accepted
socieı es. As an organizaı on with membership from all over the world, we
responsibility to take great care to be respecı ul in our giı s, even when those g
images that may have been accepted as appropriate in a diﬀerent context or at a d
ı me.

Respect is an important concept. Showing respect means being aware of the va
someone else, perhaps someone you cannot see or do not know, and mirroring the
When an image includes the sacred objects of another culture, we need to tread car
will share with you my personal experience with this parı cular giı and why it is a g
not want.

Many years ago, I dated a Wyandot man. He introduced me to the world of powwo
began dancing the women's tradiı onal dance. As a non-ﬁrst-naı ons visitor to the p
circle, everything was foreign to me. At ﬁrst I made a lot of mistakes. As a dog lover, I
the beginning by including my dog. A very kind elder took me aside one day and expla
me that in the tradiı ons I was sharing, the dog should never be brought to cerem
given access to ceremonial objects, such as feathers, drums, ﬂutes or other items tha
be used in ceremony. What was explained to me was that the dog as our co-hunte
communicate with both the human world and the animal world, and could bring mess
the animals, and thus spoil the hunt. In a culture that depended upon hunted anim
food, this made the dog both a special friend, but one who should not be inclu
ceremony.

These are the teachings I was given, in Southern Ontario. These may not be the te
that you experience in other parts of North America, or even from other elders. To
image of a dog in regalia (the word I would use for the feathers and other bits and
that adorned the dog) was a giı I did not want. The elders who taught me would not
either. With respect for myself, for the culture that welcomed me, and for the organiz
which I belong, I had to say something.
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Maybe this parı cular image doesn't oﬀend you. Maybe this is a giı you DO apprec
back to the shoes. Aunt Martha never intends to do harm with her giı s, but she is not
appropriate in her giı giving choices, and someı mes she is downright cruel
applicaı on. Giving a pair of too small, spangly pumps to 16-year-old boy and then ex
him to wear them out to dinner and a hockey game with the family is most likely NO
to work well. There may be some teenaged boy who would appreciate them, but te
boys in general won't like them. That is the predictable sort of oﬀensive behavior th
of us would likely engage in. We don't use racial epithets in our wriı
correspondence because it would be broadly unwelcome and even Aunt Martha
probably won't support her use of them. You might be the 16-year-old boy who
nothing more than a pair of small spangled pumps, but that does not make it an appr
choice. The image that accompanied the Thanksgiving message was not intended to
yet it did.

We have to be careful in our giı s. In the discussions I had with a number of people w
well-educated in the ﬁeld of helping people to communicate sensiı vely and careful
came out ı me and ı me again is that we will likely someı mes err. There is no univer
to follow so that you never err, but by becoming aware that someone might be oﬀend
taking care to respect their feelings, we start to heal the riı s between the genera
the groups who may be other to us. When we err, it isn't up to Aunt Martha's famil
"she didn't mean it". It is not up to the giı receiver to point out the error. It is up to th
amongst us who DO understand, to speak up. When the Aunt Martha within us errs,
to us all to say "I am sorry; I did not mean to oﬀend and I did not understand" and th
to understand more.

*Please note that very few people named Martha are intenı onally giving out gi
nieces and nephews that will be uncomfortable or unwelcome. Aunt Martha was
characterizaı on I came to think of when thinking of the kind of errors that are mad
we are not aware of the needs, values or desires of those we don't know.

With thanks to Bathabile Mthombeni for the unwanted giı analogy and the long disc
helping me to clarify the content of this arı cle.

Industry News
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by Laura Roach, CPDT-KA

Dog Human Cooperaı on is Based On Social Skills of Wolves, Scienı sts Show
The origins of the dog-human relaı onship were subject of a study by behavior
scienı sts from the Messerli Research Insı tute at the Vetmeduni Vienna and the Wo
Science Center. This study showed that ancestors of dogs, the wolves, are as a
to members of their species and to humans as dogs are. They found that this social sk
didn't develop during domesı caı on, as has been previously thought, but was alrea
present in wolves.

Commonly accepted domesı caı on hypotheses suggest: "Dogs have become tolera
and aı enı ve as a result of humans acı vely selecı ng for these skills during th
domesı caı on process in order to make dogs cooperaı ve partners."

Friederike Range and Zsóﬁa Virányi from the Unit of Comparaı ve Cogniı on at th
Messerli Research Insı tute quesı on the validity of this view and have develope
the "Canine Cooperaı on Hypothesis." Their hypothesis states that since wolves alrea
are tolerant, aı enı ve and cooperaı ve, the relaı onship of wolves to their pack mat
could have provided the basis for today's human-dog relaı onship. An addi
selecı on, at least for social aı enı veness and tolerance, was not necessary durin
canine domesı caı on.

Dogs accept humans as social partners
The researchers believe that wolves are not less socially aı enı ve than dogs. Do
however cooperate more easily with humans because they more readily accept peop
as social partners and more easily lose their fear of humans.

Wolf performance in tests at least as good as dogs
Various tests of behaviors showed that wolves and dogs have quite similar social skil
Among other things, the researchers tested how well wolves and dogs can ﬁnd foo
that has been hidden by a conspeciﬁc or by a human. Both wolves and dogs use
informaı on provided by a human to ﬁnd the hidden food.
Tesı ng dogs and wolves in packs
At the Wolf Science Center in Ernstbrunn in Lower Austria, Range and Virányi inves
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the social behavior of dogs and wolves that grew up with members of their species an
humans. According to Virányi, "T
he animals are socialized both with conspeciﬁcs and with humans. To be able to comp
behavior of dogs and wolves and to invesı gate the eﬀects of domesı caı on, it is impo
that the animals live in the same condiı ons."
Read Arı cle: Dog Human Cooperaı on Based on Based on Social Skills of Wolves
hı p://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/01/150120085817.htm

Seaı le Man Sues Neighbor Over Barking Dog - Wins $500,000
February 11, 2015 - Cawper barks. This north Seaı le dog woofs and yaps, some
for a good amount of ı me. He's a dog. Barking happens. The neighbor is claiming th
the dog "raucously, wildly bellowing, howling, and explosive barking."

The neighbor ﬁled a 36-pagee complaint over Cawper's yapping, staı ng that Cawper
"intenı onally inﬂicı ng emoı onal distress." He sued Cawper's owner, and won a ha
million dollars!

How did this happen? When someone sues and you get served papers, you have
show up to court. You can win a frivolous lawsuit and if the other side doesn't show u

Cawper's owner didn't appear in court. Her neighbor was given a default judgme
because his claims went unchallenged. "In my head, everything was so bogus that he
been doing, I don't know why, I just didn't think it was real or something," Cawpe
owner said.

It was a costly oversight, and it became very real once the Sheriﬀ showed up with th
court ruling papers.

Now she is beginning the long process of trying to unravel the judgment before sh
loses her house. The owner has hired lawyers and made many trips to court, but th
far she's goı en nowhere, though a court date is pending.
Read the full article: Neighbor Sues Over Barking Dog and Wins $500,000
http://www.dogster.com/the-scoop/seattle-man-sues-neighbor-over-barking-dog-wins500000

"Dog Whisperer" Cesar Millan Sued in Pit Bull Aı ack
February 4, 2015 - Cesar Millan, the star of television's "The Dog Whisperer," is bei
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sued by a woman who claims she was aı acked by a vicious pit bull that had bee
prematurely released by Millan's dog training center.

The woman claims she suﬀered "disﬁguring open wounds, deep muscle and tendo
laceraı ons" and bone fractures in the Sept. 23, 2014, aı ack, just six days aı er the d
had been released by Millan's Dog Psychology Center. Aı orneys for Alison Bitney sa
in the complaint that she permanently lost feeling and funcı on in her leı hand a
the aı ack at the dog owner's home in Santa Clarita. She is seeking puniı ve damages.

Jen Woodard, the director of the Dog Psychology Center, said the dog's owner ha
removed the pit bull "against the strong advice and objecı on of his trainer." A
aı ack, the pit bull was returned to this center where it was placed in quaran
Woodard said.

But Millan and his center are being accused of negligence for prematurely releasing
pit bull with a known history of aı acking people and other animals. The canine, name
Gus, was seized and impounded in Texas in 2013 and was found to be a danger to th
public and ordered destroyed, according to the complaint.

"Thereaı er, Cesar Millan and his Dog Psychology Center, agreed to take over custo
and control of the pit bull and not to release it unı l it was "fully deemed a sa
member of society," the complaint said.

"When the dog's owner fell behind on monthly payments to keep it housed at the D
Psychology Center, the center prematurely released the known vicious and dangero
pit bull back into the public domain and entrusted it to someone with no training
experience in the handling of vicious and dangerous dogs," the complaint said.
Full Arı cle: Dog Whisperer Sued

hı p://www.laı mes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-cesar-milan-pit-bull-lawsuit-20150204
story.html

Nashville Lieutenant Decommissioned Aı er Dog 'Rescue'
February 13, 2015 - Nashville, TN - A Metro police lieutenant has been decommissione
aı er oﬃcers under her supervision broke into an abandoned house to remove dogs th
oﬃcers believed were living in deplorable condiı ons.

"As much as they could tell, this home had been abandoned and the condiı ons insid
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the home appeared to be extremely poor, with animal feces everywhere," Aaron sai
"Oﬃcers believed the health of the animals to be at risk."

The lieutenant later directed that the dogs be taken to an animal hospital
Goodleı sville and she later took one of the dogs home herself, according to a Met
police department spokesman. The dogs were later deemed healthy and returned
their owner.

"There were signiﬁcant issues with the way she exercised supervision and decisio
making," Aaron said. "Upon reﬂecı on, there was one poor decision made a
other in this instance."

He said that while looking in the neighborhood oﬃcers heard dogs barking at a hom
at 3426 Brick Church Pike. He said the home had been damaged by ﬂoodwater and th
no one was living in it, but that when oﬃcers looked inside they saw a mother dog an
seven puppies. He said the oﬃcers requested that Metro Animal Control come to th
house to get the dogs but that Animal Control did not believe the dogs were in a
emergency situaı on and declined to come.

"Lieutenant Ford did not come to the scene, but directed that the dogs be brought
her at the Madison precinct," Aaron said. "Once the dogs got there, Lieutenant Fo
had them taken to an animal hospital in Goodleı sville."

Ford and another oﬃcer each took one of the puppies home for the night, Aaron sai
He said the animal hospital found the dogs to be in good health and that Metro Anim
Control retrieved the dogs the next day and that they were returned to their owner.
Aaron said the acı ons of Ford, a ﬁeld training oﬃcer and a rookie cop were
invesı gated and that Ford was the only one decommissioned.

"Ford did not go to the scene. She did not alert the on-duty ﬁeld captain as to what w
occurring. She had the dogs brought to her and taken to an animal hospital," Aaro
said. "I think we all are passionate about animals, but this is a situaı on that internal
by police department procedure, got out of hand."
Read the full arı cle here: Police Lt Decommissioned for Dog Rescue
hı p://www.tennessean.com/story/news/2015/02/12/police-lt-decommissioneddog-rescue-incident/23303937/

More Proof That Dogs Can Read Our Facial Expressions
February 13, 2015 - Fluﬀy really does know what that big grin or frustrated frown o
your face means. At least, that's according to a new study that suggests dogs can t
from a facial expression whether a person is happy or angry. Scienı sts are calling th
research -- which was published in the journal Current Biology on Feb. 12, 2015 -- th
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ﬁrst solid evidence that humans aren't the only ones who can recognize emo
expressions in another species.

"Our study demonstrates that dogs can disı nguish angry and happy expressions
humans, they can tell that these two expressions have diﬀerent meanings, and they ca
do this not only for people they know well, but even for faces they have never see
before," study co-author Dr. Ludwig Huber, head of the University of Veterina
Medicine, Vienna's Messerli Research Insı tute in Austria, said in a wriı en statement.

For the study, 11 dogs--including Border Collies, a Fox Terrier, a Golden Retriever,
German Shepherd, and some mixed breed dogs--were trained to discriminate betwee
images of the same person making either an angry or happy face, Naı onal Geograph
reported.

Some dogs were rewarded with a treat for picking out the happy face while othe
were rewarded for picking out the angry face, and some dogs were shown only th
upper half of the face while others were shown only the lower half.

Then, in a series of four experiments, the researchers tested the dogs' facial expressio
detecı ng abiliı es by showing them slightly diﬀerent images than the ones they we
trained on.

The researchers found dogs discriminated between the two facial expressions
oı en than chance would predict. The dogs who were rewarded for picking out hap
faces during training learned this discriminaı on faster than dogs rewarded for ang
faces.

"This new work conı nues to build the case for just how sensiı ve dogs are to our subt
behaviors," Dr. Brian Hare, an associate professor at Duke University, who was n
involved in the study, told the Los Angeles Times in an e-mail. "This is the stronge
evidence yet that dogs may even read our facial expressions."
Read the full article: Proof that dogs read facial expressions
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/13/dogs-read-faces-studyvideo_n_6672422.html?utm_hp_ref=dogs
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The Humane Hierarchy
Here is the oı -referred to Humane Hierarchy(1) (from our website) to which our cer
are expected to adhere:

Applicaı on of the Humane Hierarchy
PURPOSE:
The Humane Hierarchy serves to guide cerı ﬁcants of the Cerı ﬁcaı on Cou
Professional Dog Trainers (CCPDT) in their decision-making process during dog train
behavior modiﬁcaı on. Addiı onally, it will assist the public in understanding the stan
care to be applied by dog training and behavior professionals when determining the o
implementaı on for applying training pracı ces and methodologies.

POSITION OF THE CCPDT:
The standard of care for CCPDT cerı ﬁcants is that the Humane Hierarchy will be us
guide in their decision making process when implemenı ng training and behavior pr
This standard of care should be followed when the cerı ﬁcant is working directly with
creaı ng a training plan for the client to follow, or assisı ng a colleague.
HIERARCHY OF PROCEDURES FOR HUMANE AND EFFECTIVE PRACTICES

Please uı lize the following steps to modify or manage a behavior:
1. Health, nutriı onal, and physical factors: The cerı ﬁcant ensures that any indica
possible medical, nutriı onal, or health factors are addressed by a licensed veterinari
cerı ﬁcant also ensures that factors in the physical environment that have a pote
impact the dog's health, nutriı on and physical condiı on are addressed.
2. Antecedents: The cerı ﬁcant implements environmental management strate
prevent the behavior from occurring.
3. Posiı ve Reinforcement, Classical Condiı oning (not listed in order of preference)
a. Posiı ve Reinforcement: The cerı ﬁcant ensures that reinforcement is delivered
desirable alternaı ve behavior, and that such reinforcement is of higher value to
than the reinforcement the dog has received in the past for the unwanted behavio
b. Classical Condiı oning: The cerı ﬁcant changes the dog's associaı on with an a
sı mulus while presenı ng the aversive sı mulus at a sub-threshold intensity.
4. Live With or Manage the Behavior, Negaı ve Punishment, Negaı ve Reinforc
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Exı ncı on, Consult Another Professional (not listed in order of preference):
a. Live With or Manage The Behavior: Cerı ﬁcant elects to cease modiﬁcaı on tec
and implement a management plan.
b. Consult Another Professional: At ı mes, it may be beneﬁcial for the cer
consult another professional such as a dog trainer, veterinarian, or behavio
addiı onal advice. Consulı ng with other professionals can be beneﬁcial, parı
a problem behavior does not resolve with the previously menı oned interven
c. Negaı ve Punishment: The cerı ﬁcant withdraws a posiı ve reinforcer wh
undesirable behavior occurs to reduce the probability that the behavior will occu
future.
d. Exı ncı on: The cerı ﬁcant withholds reinforcement of a previously reinforced b
with the goal of exı nguishing the behavior.
e. Negaı ve Reinforcement: The cerı ﬁcant withdraws an aversive sı mulus wh
desired behavior occurs in order to increase the probability that the behavior will
the future.
5. Posiı ve Punishment: The cerı ﬁcant delivers an aversive consequence in response
undesirable behavior in order to reduce the probability that the behavior will occu
future.

Please direct any quesı ons regarding this standard of care to our administr
administrator@ccpdt.org.

(1) Adapted from What's Wrong With This Picture? Eﬀecı veness is Not Enough
Friedman Ph.D., Good Bird Magazine, Volume 4-4; Winter 2008.

CPDT or CPDT-KA?

We rouı nely hear from cerı ﬁcants alerı ng us when they have seen a CPDT exhibit behavior n
with the CCPDT Code of Ethics and Humane Hierarchy. We appreciate the pride each of you tak
cerı ﬁcaı on and your willingness to let us know when a colleague may not be adhering
professional code of ethics.

The iniı als CPDT were not able to be protected as a service mark. They can be used by anyone w
he/she is a "cerı ﬁed professional dog trainer." However, the CPDT-KA, CPDT-KSA, and CBCC-KA in
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protected as service marks and the CCPDT has the right to legally pursue anyone who falsely us
iniı als. Please be sure you are using the full iniı als of your credenı al on all of your materials and
in order to disı nguish yourself as someone who has been independently tested and shown to po
knowledge and skills of a professional dog trainer and/or behavior consultant.

CCPDT BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President
Bradley Phifer, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA
Indianapolis, IN
Vice President
Julie Buesser, CPDT-KA
Forest Park, IL
Secretary
Joan Campbell, Execuı ve Director
New York, NY
Treasurer
Ruth LaRocque, CPDT-KA, CBCC-KA
Seaı le, WA
Directors
James E. Akenhead, CPDT-KA
Alliance, OH
Carol Hutelmyer, Public Member
Philadelphia, PA
Nicole Skeehan, CDPT-KA
Morrisville, PA
Louis Mande, CPDT-KA
Elkins Park, PA
Lisa McCluskey, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA
Seaı le, WA
Penny Milne, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA
Laguna Beach, CA
Pat Miller, CPDT-KA, CBCC-KA
Fairplay, MD
Shawn Smith, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KA
Whitewater, WI
Cecilia Sumner, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA
Vero Beach, FL
More About Us
www.ccpdt.org
Board email: board@ccpdt.org
Execuı ve Director
Non-voı ng: Joan Campbell
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New York, NY 10018-0903
administrator@ccpdt.org
Scoop Editor
Pat Miller, CPDT-KA, CBCC-KA
WriteOn@ccpdt.org

CCPDT COMMITTEES
CPDT EXAMINATION COMMITTEE
Lisa R. McCluskey, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA, CHAIR
Amy Blum, CPDT-KSA
Jamie Bozzi, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA
Sally Bushwaller, CPDT-KSA
Doug Duncan, CPDT-KA, CBCC-KA
Gina B. Kaiser, CPDT-KSA
Ruth LaRocque, CPDT-KA, CBCC-KA
Vivian Leven, CPDT-KSA
Stephen McKay, CPDT-KSA
Penelope Milne, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA
Shawn Smith, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA
Daniel Spangler, CPDT-KA
Cecilia Sumner, CPDT-KSA, CBCC-KA
CBCC EXAMINATION COMMITTEE
Penelope Milne, CPDT-KSA, CBCC, CHAIR
Cheryle Homuth, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KA
Doug Duncan, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KA,
Beth Maı ei-Miller, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KA
Jamie Bozzi, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KSA
Lisa R. McCluskey, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KSA
Shawn Smith, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KA
Ruth LaRocque, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KA
CERTIFICATION COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE
Louis Mande, CPDT-KA, CHAIR
Pat Miller, CPDT-KA, CBCC-KA
CEU REQUEST COMMITTEE
Julie Buesser, CPDT-KA, CHAIR
Deborah DeSilva, CPDT-KA
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
Pat Miller, CPDT-KA, CBCC-KA, CHAIR
James Aikenhead, CPDT-KA
Ruth LaRocque, CPDT-KA, CBCC-KA
Julie Buesser, CPDT-KA
Legal Beagles
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California: Jami LoVullo, CPDT-KA (Southern CA), Robin McHale Ehn, CPDT-KSA (Northern CA)
Minnesota: Nancy Driver, CPDT-KA
Nevada: Chrisı ne Vaught, CPDT-KA
Texas: Wanda Woodworth, CPDT-KA
PROFESSIONAL OUTREACH COMMITTEE
Nicole Skeehan, CPDT-KA, CHAIR
Cissy Sumner, CPDT-KSA
Ruth LaRocque, CPDT-KA, CBCC-KA
WRITE-ON COMMITTEE
Pat Miller, CPDT-KA, CBCC-KA, CHAIR
Ann Allums, CPDT-KSA
Terry Cuyler, CPDT-KA
Stevie Mathre, CPDT-KSA
Laura Roach, CPDT-KA
Niki Tudge, CPDT-KA
Monique A Williams, CPDT-KA
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